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introduction 
We report on re-analysis of two Ka‘ū District collections fro  Hawai‘i island 
to de onstrate what can be learned when applying new research questions to old 
collections. our research goals center on two ain the es: re-dating the HA-B22-64 
and -248 sites to place the  within the newly refned Hawaiian archipelago settle-
 ent chronology and using diverse data sources to look at changing resource use in 
pre-Contact Hawai‘i through ti e. the case study tackles questions concerning island 
settle ent and changing resource use in the Hawaiian islands located in re ote east 
Polynesia. our application of targeted AMS dating of identifed wood charcoal allows 
us to refne the settle ent sequence for Hawai‘i island, si ilar to efforts utilizing a 
suite of advanced techniques to refne chronological sequences  ore broadly in Asia 
and the Pacifc island region, such as east ti or (Lape 2006), the Mariana islands 
(Carson and Kurashina 2012), West Polynesia (Burley et al. 2015; Rieth et al. 2008), 
the Hawaiian islands (Carson 2006; Mulrooney et al. 2014; Rieth et al. 2011), and 
east Polynesia (Allen and Huebert 2014; Allen and Wallace 2007; Kahn 2006; Kahn 
et al. 2015; Wil shurst et al. 2011). We also e phasize how diverse lines of analytical 
data provide a strong interpretive base fro  which to investigate long-ter  trends in 
terrestrial and  arine resource exploitation and use, si ilar to other studies in the 
Asia-Pacifc region focusing on the i portance of land and arine resources to trends 
in regional settle ent and trajectories of cultural evolution (Bar-Yosef et al. 2012; 
erlandson 2001; Hung et al. 2007; Jones 2007; o’Conner and Veth 2005; ono et al. 
2013; Szabó and A esbury 2011; torrence et al. 2009). 
Anthropological and archaeological collections held in  useu s have great utility 
with respect to re-analysis of Asian and Pacifc island archaeological asse blages uti-
lizing  ore advanced techniques than those available at the ti e of the collections’ 
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original recovery. Such collections have proven invaluable for biological conservation 
(Longenecker et al. 2014; Reznick et al. 1994) and DNA analyses researching phylo-
genetics, phylogeography, population genetics, and syste atics (irestedt et al. 2006; 
Shokralla et al. 2011; tho as 1994). Re-analysis of archaeological  useu  collec-
tions also de onstrates their anthropological utility. Archived  useu  collections 
fro  east Polynesia have, in the last three decades, proven instru ental for refning 
the settle ent sequence of the region with the Accelerated Mass Spectro etry (AMS) 
technique of dating identifed wood charcoal sa ples (Anderson and Sinoto 2002; 
Kahn et al. 2014; Kirch and McCoy 2007; Mulrooney et al. 2014).1 Genetic inves-
tigations of co  ensal species using DNA analyses have provided  ore accurate 
taxono ic deter inations (Nicholls et al. 2003) and have successfully tracked the 
 ove ent of people and ani als into the region (Matisoo-S ith 2015; Storey et al. 
2013; Wil shurst et al. 2011). More recently, researchers have used isotopic analyses 
of faunal sa ples to investigate questions of subsistence change and trophic interac-
tions (Allen and Craig 2009; Beavan-Athfeld et al. 2008). We report on re-analysis 
of two Ka‘ū District collections (Hawai‘i island) to de onstrate how ultiple lines of
analytical data can be used to investigate site settle ent and changing resource use, 
at the sa e ti e highlighting the utility of applying new research questions to old 
collections. 
t e east polynesian and  awaiian arc ipelago settlement 
c ronology debate 
Since the application of radiocarbon dating, the settle ent of east Polynesia has been 
highly debated. Signifcant advances in refning the region’s settle ent sequence have 
been  ade in the last 20 years due to re-dating archived sa ples with  ore precise 
AMS 14C  ethods, utilizing chrono etric hygiene or other sorts of typologies to 
exclude sa ples lacking precisely hu an-related contexts, using short-lived dating 
sa ples lacking “old wood” proble s, and applying Bayesian statistical  odeling to 
datasets (Allen and Huebert 2014; Anderson and Sinoto 2002; Athens et al. 2014; Dye 
2011; Kirch 2011). A ong the nu erous efforts to refne the Hawaiian chronology 
are Carson and Mint ier’s (2006) short-lived speci en chronology for Haleakalā 
(Maui sites), re-dating of the Hālawa Dune site (Kirch and McCoy 2007), synthesis 
of Moloka‘i island radiocarbon dates (McCoy 2007), re-dating of the Wai‘ahukini 
Rockshelter site (Mulrooney et al. 2014), synthesis of Hawai‘i island radiocarbon 
dates (Rieth et al. 2011), re-dating of the Kuli‘ou‘ou Rockshelter site on o‘ahu island
(Kahn et al. 2014), and synthesis of  Kaua‘i island radiocarbon dates (Carson 2006). 
While advances have been  ade, there is signifcant disagree ent concerning the 
date ranges for the settle ent of Hawai‘i. Discrepancies are due to the s all sa ple 
sizes of well-dated archaeological contexts and the lack of sites dated via short-lived 
species. Athens and colleagues (2014) have constructed a settle ent  odel based on 
Hawaiian palaeoenviron ental and archaeological data that posits initial settle ent 
at a.d. 940–1130, but ost probably between a.d. 1000 and 1100. this is earlier than 
a  ore conservative  odel that i plies settle ent of the Hawai‘i archipelago at a.d.
1219–1266 (Wil shurst et al. 2011). Several recent reviews and re-analyses of settle-
 ent data provide an e erging consensus that the Hawaiian archipelago was  ost 
likely settled during the period of a.d. 1000–1100 (Athens et al. 2014; Dye 2011; 
Kirch 2011). 
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Archaeological sites in the South Point region (Ka‘ū District of Hawai‘i island) 
have played an i portant role in the history of Hawaiian chronological debates (Dye 
1992; Kirch 2011; Mulrooney et al. 2014). Radiocarbon dating esti ates utilizing 
bulk charcoal sa ples were initially used to date the H1 (Pu‘u Ali‘i) sand dune site, 
leading e ory and colleagues (1969) to place H1 at the start of the Hawaiian coloni-
zation sequence. the H8 site (Wai‘ahukini Rockshelter), dated to c. a.d. 750, was 
placed  id-sequence, while H2 (Makalai Shelter) was dated to the fnal part of the 
sequence. e ory and colleagues refned their Ka‘ū chronology through the use of a 
detailed fshhook typology, ulti ately placing the H8 deposits at the start of the 
sequence c. a.d. 750, with H1 dating around the sa e ti e period and up to 
a.d. 1000–1350. Dye (1992) re-analyzed the available radiocarbon dates for the 
two sites, suggesting occupation during a.d. 1040–1280. However, a recent Hawai‘i 
island chronological synthesis by Rieth and colleagues (2011 :2743) noted that the 
Ka‘ū region lacked Class 1 dates, again calling into question the available chrono-
 etric dates for Ka‘ū District.2 Recently, Mulrooney and colleagues (2014) re-dated 
seven H8 (Wai‘ahukini Rockshelter) charcoal sa ples that were identifed to short-
lived species. the new chronology places the initial use of the rock shelter during 
the fourteenth to early ffteenth centuries, several centuries later than previously 
thought. 
While uch attention has been paid to the chronology and aterial culture of the 
H1, H3, and H8 sites, nu erous other rock shelters have been surveyed and exca-
vated in Ka‘ū District, with the bulk of data published by Sinoto and Kelly (1975). 
this work included test excavations at 36 sites. Utilizing stratigraphic data (including 
the nu ber and depth of layers), radiocarbon dating, hydration rind dating, and arti-
fact analysis (particularly seriation of fshhooks), Sinoto and Kelly (1975 :13) argued 
that sites HA-B22-64 and -248 dated to the “early phase” of the Ka‘ū sequence 
(fig. 1). Because HA-B22-64 and -248 were originally thought to be “early” in the 
South Point sequence, and because they each had  ultiple occupation layers, we 
chose these sites for re-dating and re-analysis. 
c anging resource use t roug  time in t e  awaiian arc ipelago 
establishing a fr  chronology for the Hawaiian archipelago is key to answering larger 
questions concerning social processes and econo ic and political transfor ations in 
pre-Contact Hawai‘i. Kirch (2010 :41–42) has argued that elite art, craft specializa-
tion, and wealth fnance supported rank gradations separating the Hawaiian social 
classes, which were highly elaborated at the ti e of european contact. elaborate 
feather capes, cloaks, and hel ets were worn by elites. Such wealth ite s were  an-
ufactured with an enor ous a ount of labor “under chiefy oversight and sponsor-
ship” (Bay an and Dye 2013 :68; see also Lass 1998). in the period of european 
contact, feathered ite s beca e political sy bols of chiefy power, which has i por-
tant i plications for questions concerning craft specialization and chiefy control over 
the political econo y. equally i portant is the specialized production of stone tools, 
notably adzes, since we can track their production, trade, and exchange to test eco-
no ic  odels. Si ilarly, the extent to which the pre-Contact Hawaiian subsistence 
econo y was intensifed and when and how these processes occurred likewise plays a 
role in larger discussions of the degree to which chiefs controlled staple fnance (Bay-
 an and Dye 2013 :54; earle 1997; Kirch 2010 :46-47). of current interest is how 
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fig. 1. Location of  HA-B22-64 and HA-B22-248 in the Ka‘ū District of  Hawai‘i island. 
subsistence intensifcation had signifcant i pacts on Hawai‘i’s fora and fauna, which 
in turn affected the chiefy political econo y. for exa ple, intensive taro and sweet 
potato far ing led to signifcant soil nutrient loss in so e areas, li iting localized 
surplus production (Vitousek et al. 2004). While  uch focus has been on terrestrial 
resource change, the degree to which foraging for wild resources such as fsh and ol-
lusks ay have been i pacted by social processes and de ographic change is another 
i portant question for Hawaiian archaeology. 
Variation in Adze Production: Large and Small Quarries, Specialized or Generalized 
Production, and the Independent Ahupua‘a Model 
Much of the attention on changing resource use in Hawai‘i has focused on adze pro-
duction, including access to fne-grained basalts for adze  anufacture, and labor, 
whether specialized or non-specialized. in an early synopsis of the Hawaiian sequence, 
Kirch (1985 :184) argued that the shift fro  variable adze for s early in the sequence 
to “highly standardized rectangular/quadrangular for s in late prehistory” ight have 
related to the advent of a specialized class of craft producers. Many have interpreted 
the large scale of adze production at the Mauna Kea adze quarry on Hawai‘i as evi-
dence for highly centralized craft specialization (Cleghorn 1986; Kirch 1985; Mills 
et al. 2008; Willia s 1989), while Lass (1998) viewed the data as supporting adze 
 akers as independent craft producers. Analysis of s aller Hawaiian quarries illus-
trates production of a wider range of adze types fro  local aterials, suggesting ore 
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generalized production at the local level. these data are perhaps indicative of two adze 
econo ies discussed further below: 1) for alized or specialized anufacture at larger 
quarries with highly prized raw  aterials; and 2) generalized  anufacture at s aller 
quarries utilizing locally available raw  aterials and producing for local co  unities 
(Bay an and Moniz-Naka ura 2001; Kahn et al. 2009; Mills and Lundblad 2014). 
Non-destructive energy Dispersive X-Ray fluorescence (eDXRf) studies in the 
last decade have vastly expanded the geoche ical characterization of Hawaiian basalt 
adze debitage and volcanic glass, both of which are frequently found in do estic 
archaeological contexts (Kirch et al. 2012; Lundblad et al. 2011; Lundblad et al. 2008; 
McCoy et al. 2011; Mills and Lundblad 2006, 2014; Mills et al. 2010; Mills et al. 
2011; Mills et al. 2008; Mint ier et al. 2012). the eDXRf studies have confr ed 
Lass’ (1994) inference fro  s all sa ple sizes that residents of Hawai‘i island co -
 only used basalt fro  the Mauna Kea adze quarry throughout the six political 
districts of the island. With the ability to quantify and co pare the dispersal of adze 
 aterials fro  quarries of different sizes, it is beco ing  ore evident that  aterial 
fro  so e s aller quarries, such as the Pololū adze quarry on Hawai‘i island, were 
not co  only exchanged beyond local source areas. Nonetheless, it is now clear that 
Mauna Kea adze basalt was also not a do inant part of the general do estic econo y 
on other islands. the presence of low concentrations of basalt adzes on Maui and 
o‘ahu that are consistent with Mauna Kea geoche istry, and that occur  ore co -
 only in elite households, suggests that adzes ade fro  Mauna Kea basalt ay have 
been part of elite inter-island exchange networks (Kirch et al. 2012). Quite un-
expectedly, another basalt adze source on Kaua‘i  ay have been  oving between 
islands  ore co  only and  ore extensively than the Mauna Kea basalt (Mills et al. 
2010; Mills and Lundblad 2014). 
Recent analysis has centered on whether adze production in Hawai‘i si ultane-
ously operated on  ultiple scales, with so e districts engaged in independent pro-
duction of  ost of their own adzes, and other districts largely dependent on adzes 
produced in distant production centers that were quarried through organized logisti-
cal support (Bay an and Moniz-Naka ura 2001; Mills and Lundblad 2014). While 
dealing with adze production rather than irrigated agriculture, the Bay an/Moniz-
Naka ura and Mills/Lundblad  odels are in align ent with Wittfogelian  odels 
of the consolidation of political control through the organization of labor (Wittfogel 
1957; see also Ada s 1966). Although extensive analyses of well-dated lithic asse -
blages have yet to be conducted, a working hypothesis is that centralized production 
of adzes increased through ti e. this  ay have correlated with other large chiefy 
projects such as heiau (te ple) construction and the intensifed production of war-
canoe feets. 
the largest quarry site with the  ost abundant concentration of volcanic glass is 
the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a trachyte source in Kona District, also located on Hawai‘i island. 
Again, recent eDXRf analyses de onstrate that this  aterial was not co  only 
transported between islands (McCoy et al. 2011). Lundblad and colleagues (2014) 
identify three  ajor geoche ical groups of volcanic glass that were regularly in use 
in Kona District of Hawai‘i island. in co bination with distance-decay  odels by 
McCoy and colleagues (2011), these data de onstrate the co  on transport of var-
ious sources of volcanic glass across district boundaries with little evidence of chiefy 
controlled redistribution. if this is the case, it  ight be expected that Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a 
volcanic glass distribution would cluster near  ajor chiefy centers around the island, 
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and not follow distance decay patterns fro  the quarry based on walking distances on 
trails or short canoe trips fro  the source (Putzi et al. 2015). 
Now that these baselines have been established, additional analyses of do estic 
asse blages can be used to test the extant distance decay  odels and identify poten-
tially ano alous patterns. for this reason, analyses of large  useu  collections that 
can be co pared on  ultiple scales—that of the household, political district, and 
island—can serve to enrich our  odels of changing econo ies, exchange, craft spe-
cialization, and intensifcation of political control over do estic resources through 
ti e. 
Marine Faunal Remains: Resource Depression or Sustainability through Time? 
Researchers agree that  arine foods played an i portant daily role in pre-Contact 
Hawaiian diets, but the extent to which such resources could be sustainably harvested 
is a question that is only now co ing to the fore. early analyses of Hawaiian  arine 
subsistence econo ies focused on the adaptability of particular angling techniques 
and fshing gear to specifc local  arine environ ents (Kirch 1985). So e early 
studies  easured the size of individual species in fsh catches, but researchers had 
diffculty linking inter-site variability specifcally to cultural, te poral, or ecological 
factors (Kirch 1982). for exa ple, Goto’s (1986) research investigating spatiote poral 
trends in Hawaiian fshing practices took an adaptive approach to studying fshhooks, 
fshing gear, and fshbone and shell asse blages fro  eight Ka‘ū District sites on 
Hawai‘i island, including sites HA-B22-64 and -248. in general, the proportion of
fshbone re ained constant at the two sites when stratigraphic levels were co pared 
to one another, while bird decreased and  a  al bone increased through ti e. this 
was consonant with archipelago-wide odels proposing a shift in subsistence through 
ti e fro  an earlier focus on wild resources to a later focus on do esticates. in an 
effort to quantify variability in the fshbone asse blages, Goto (1986 :315–316) esti-
 ated  ean body weight for each taxon by  easuring fsh dentaries, pre axillae, 
lower pharyngeal plates, peduncular plates, or vertebrae, with the specifc ele ents 
 easured depending on taxon. His analysis found that inshore fshes such as Labridae, 
Scaridae, and Mullidae were  ore frequent than large offshore carnivores. 
Current analyses of Hawaiian  arine fauna often take a  ore explicit hu an-
ecological approach, investigating questions of over-exploitation/resource depression 
and sustainability in  ollusk asse blages (see Kirch 2005 for general overview). 
Morrison and Hunt (2007) focus on the susceptibility of shellfsh co  unities to 
hu an exploitation pressures at the Nu‘alolokai site on Kaua‘i. they argue that select 
coral reef and intertidal species including Turbo sandwicensis and Strombus maculatus de-
clined in abundance due to heavy hu an exploitation, while shoreline shellfsh co -
 unities re ained fairly resilient.3 
in a Moloka‘i island study, McCoy (2008)  easured shell sizes of archaeological 
li pets and  odern li pets to docu ent an increase in li pet size fro  the proto-
historic period to the present. He suggested that the size changes  ight be related to 
decreased hu an exploitation pressures because of the  assive hu an depopulation 
of  the study area in the post-Contact period. 
Analyses of fsh asse blages fro  the well-stratifed site of Nu‘alolokai on Kaua‘i 
island are also illu inating with respect to fsh size and fshery sustainability. o’Leary’s 
(2005, 2015) re-analysis of the site’s fshbone asse blages highlight differences 
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between pre-Contact fsh abundance and  odern fsheries data, illustrating the i -
portant role that archaeological collections can play in odern fsheries anage ent. 
Longenecker and colleagues (2014)  easured 23 Scarine parrotfsh jawbones exca-
vated fro  Nu‘alolokai to esti ate  ean fsh length. fish fro  the site were inter-
preted as large when co pared to odern data. Mean length of the Scarine parrotfsh 
catch was signifcantly larger in the historic period than in the prehistoric period, 
suggesting a bounce back in arine resources in the historic period as hu an popula-
tions and their exploitation of  arine species rapidly declined. However, when fsh 
size esti ates were used to evaluate the reproductive status of the harvest, the overall 
large and stable (or increasing) average lengths of Scarines were consistent with a 
stable size structure and the presence of reproductively sized individuals. these data 
indicate that fshing practices at Nu‘alolokai were sustainable in the prehistoric and 
historic periods. 
site  a-b22-64 
this site is described as a lava tube shelter with stratigraphic deposits of considerable 
depth (Sinoto and Kelly 1975 :15). Based on the recovery of freplaces, abundant 
fshing gear, adzes, and ani al bone, the shelter was interpreted as a habitation site 
(Sinoto and Kelly 1975 :20, fg. 9),  ost likely used by fsher folk visiting the area 
on a seasonal or itinerant basis. Bulk charcoal sa ples fro  firepit 3 in Layer i
(15 c bs) and outside of firepit 1 in Layer ii (25 c bs) were originally dated by the 
Gakushin (GAK) laboratory, generating dates of 1790 ± 90 and 1310 ± 100, respec-
tively (Sinoto and Kelly 1975 :26) (table 1). Later analysis of GAK dates produced 
for other east Polynesian sites (Kirch 1986 :23; Rolett 1998 :53) de onstrate that 
the laboratory often produced unacceptably recent dates, likely due to signifcant 
pretreat ent errors or errors in laboratory ethod (Kirch and McCoy 2007), leading 
 any to discount GAK dates or to use the  with caution (Kahn 2011). Hydration 
rind dates fro  basalt glass found on the site were also processed, but given that this 
technique is no longer thought to provide reliable dates, these will not be discussed 
further. 
site  a-b22-248 
HA-B22-248 is a lava tube with a shelter that for s a co plex with B22-210 (a rock 
shelter) and B22-209 (a stone cairn) (fig. 2). the site has four stratigraphic levels. 
A nu ber of freplaces were recovered at the top of Layers i and iii (fig. 3a, 3c, 3d) 
and a pave ent was situated in upper Layer iV (fig. 3c). the freplace features and 
Table 1. Original Radiocarbon Dates for HA-B22-64 and HA-B22-248 
sample # lab no. site # provenience dates a.d. 
HRC-214 GaK-3237 HA-B22-64 Unit e5, Layer ii, outside of firepit 1, 
25 c bs 
1310 ± 100 
HRC-215 
HRC-209 
HRC-210 
HRC-211 
GaK-3238 
i-5255 
i-5256 
i-5254 
HA-B22-64 
HA-B22-248 
HA-B22-248 
HA-B22-248 
Unit B6, Layer i, firepit 3, 15 c bs 
Unit H8, Layer ii, ash lens, 25–30 c bs 
Unit G8, firepit 1, 52 c bs 
Unity G8, ash lens, 100–103 c bs 
1790 ± 90 
1705 ± 90 
1305 ± 90 
1105 ± 120 
Note: GaK: Gakushuin University, tokyo, Japan; i: isotope inc. 
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fig. 2. Plan view of  site HA-B22-248. 
recovered artifacts suggest a do estic function, with a focus on fshing, si ilar to 
site -64. 
Based on fshhook seriation, Sinoto and Kelly (1975) argued that -248 was an 
early site, as it had notched two-point fshhooks si ilar to H1. three bulk radio-
carbon dates were run fro  B22-248 (table 1). these included a Layer ii sa ple 
25–30 c bs in an ash lens, a Layer iii sa ple 52 c bs in firepit 1, and a charcoal 
sa ple fro  an ash lens 100–103 c bs. the three dates were internally consistent and 
suggested a long sequence of  occupation at the site. 
establis ing a revised settlement c ronology for sites  
 a-b22-64 and -248 
We report on four radiocarbon dates recently run on sa ples fro  sites HA-B22-64 
and -248. these dates were provisionally reported in an earlier publication (Longe-
necker et al. 2014 :1326, table 2). Here we provide the full details for each calibrated 
sa ple as well as a ore precise calibration for the shell sa ple utilizing two different 
Delta R values. 
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fig. 3. Stratigraphic profles, site HA-B22-248. 
Site HA-B22-64 
three wood charcoal sa ples and a shell sa ple were sub itted to Beta Analytic for 
AMS radiocarbon dating (table 2). Wood charcoal sa ples were identifed to short-
lived species by Gail Muraka i. two Chenopodium charcoal frag ents and one charred 
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Aleurites mollucana endocarp sa ple were dated; these are considered short-lived spe-
cies with no ore than 10–15 years of potential inbuilt age (Allen and Huebert 2014; 
Rieth and Athens 2013). 
At site HA-B22-64, Beta-290196 dates a Chenopodium charcoal recovered fro  
Layer iii in unit e5. the calibrated sa ple produced an age range of a.d. 1489–1654, 
and  ost likely dates between a.d. 1489–1604. Beta-290195 dates a Chenopodium
charcoal recovered fro  fre pit feature 3 in Layer 1 at 15 c  below the surface. the 
sa ple calibrates to a.d. 1682–1935, with the ost likely date range post–nineteenth 
century. this sa e context had originally been dated as HRC-215 (GAK sa ple 
3238) at 1790 ± 90, which is in agree ent with Beta-290195. 
the new AMS dating results indicate that the lower levels of rock shelter HA-B22-
64 date to the  id- to Late Prehistoric period during the ffteenth to seventeenth 
centuries. the upper levels of  HA-B22-64 calibrate to the nineteenth century. 
Site HA-B22-248 
for calibrating the Nerita shell sa ple, we used the Marine13 calibration curve
(Rei er et al. 2013), the frst ti e with a Delta R of 290 ± 110 and the second ti e 
with a Delta R of 280 ± 80. Dye (1994) obtained both of these ages, the frst fro  
Cellana exarata, and the second fro  Cypraea caputserpentis collected in 1923 fro  
Kaulana (there are no concerns about li estone substrate for this locale). 
it was  ore challenging to fnd appropriate  aterials to re-date at site HA-B22-
248. Beta-290197 dates an Aleurites molucanna endocarp recovered fro  Levels 1 
though iV. While the context of the sa ple is not specifc, it represents a Polynesian 
introduction with little inbuilt age that  ust belong to the post-colonization period 
(Athens et al. 2014). We also dated a Nerita picea shell deriving fro  Unit H12/13, 
Level iii. Nerita were frequent in this deposit and were not water-rounded, suggesting 
that they were used as a foodstuff. Nerita picea are a do inant shoreline species that 
lives on rocky substrates (Kay 1979). 
the upper levels of HA-B22-64 and both levels of HA-B22-248 calibrate to the 
late eighteenth to nineteenth centuries. While HA-B22-64 has a two-phase pre-
Contact sequence, HA-B22-248 see s to have been exclusively used in the proto-
historic period. 
establis ing c anges in resource use t roug  time: edxrf  results  
of  basalt and basalt glass assemblages 
We analyzed lithic sa ples fro  sites HA-B22-64 and HA-B22-248 using the UH-
Hilo ther oNoran QuanX eDXRf (following procedures outlined by Lundblad 
et al. 2008 and Lundblad et al. 2013). Diagnostic trace ele ent ratios for s all volca-
nic glass sa ples were deter ined (Hughes 2010; Lundblad et al. 2014; Lundblad 
et al. 2013). We conducted repeat analysis of the USGS standard reference  aterial 
BHVo-2 to assess the precision and accuracy of the results presented here. We treat 
 ajor ele ent oxide percentages  easured with our eDXRf to be a qualitative 
easure of actual co position. trace ele ent concentrations of the  id-Z ele ents 
(Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb) are the basis for ost of our diagnostic provenance analysis. Group 
assign ents follow those of Lundblad and colleagues (2014; 2013), McCoy and col-
leagues (2011), and Rieth and colleagues (2013) for volcanic glass on Hawai‘i island, 
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and Lundblad and colleagues (2014), Mills and colleagues (2011), and Rieth and col-
leagues (2013) for basalt fro  the Kona Coast Ka‘ū District of  Hawai‘i island. 
All available basaltic and volcanic glass artifacts larger than 1 c × 1 c × 1    
thick were analyzed for 20 ajor and trace ele ent concentrations using 4 conditions 
ranging fro  8 kV to 50 kV. ele ental concentrations for s aller pieces of volcanic 
glass are not accurately easured using our technique. these were analyzed for 8 trace 
ele ents to deter ine diagnostic ele ental ratios (as outlined in Hughes 2010 and 
Lundblad et al. 2013). the co bination of raw concentration data and ele ental 
ratios are the key to assigning accurate group designations for these sa ples. While it 
is possible that there are artifact groups present in the data, the likelihood is s all due 
to the concentration data  easured fro  adequately sized artifacts. 
Group Assignments for V olcanic Glass Artifacts 
Consistent with other Hawai‘i island sites, we identify only three distinct geoche ical 
groups of volcanic glass debitage at these South Point sites (figs. 4, 5).4 Henceforth, 
nu bers in parentheses following a group nu ber represent the nu ber of artifacts 
for individual sites HA-B22-64 and HA-B22-248. Group 1 (n = 3, n = 5) volcanic 
glass is fro  the Pu‘u Wa‘awa‘a (PWW) trachyte cone on the Hualalai volcano, lee-
ward Hawai‘i island. Relative to other Hawaiian lavas, it is characterized by high Sio2, 
fig. 4. Bivariate plot of Strontiu  (Sr) vs. Zirconiu  (Zr) for volcanic glass fro  sites HA-B22-64 (open 
sy bols) and HA-B22-248 (flled sy bols). for artifacts s aller than 1 × 1 c , the easured concentra-
tion data is reduced and tends to the origin along a line of  consistent slope. 
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fig. 5. Bivariate plot of trace ele ent ratios Y/Zr vs. Sr/Zr for all volcanic glass data fro  sites HA-B22-
64 (open sy bols) and HA-B22-248 (flled sy bols). S all artifacts (<1 × 1 c ) tend to add variance to 
each cluster. 
K2o, and Na2o concentrations (Cousens et al. 2003). trace ele ent geoche istry 
appears unique for volcanic glass in the Hawaiian islands (Lundblad et al. 2014; 
Lundblad et al. 2013; McCoy et al. 2011). for artifacts of suffcient size, Zr concen-
trations are ~1000 pp  and Sr concentrations are ~35 pp . S aller artifacts can be 
assigned to this source by high Zr/Sr. 
Group 2 (n = 34, n = 11) volcanic glass consists of  aterial likely found at chilled 
 argins of relatively recent lava fows fro  the assive Mauna Loa volcano and is dis-
tinguishable by its trace ele ent values of Sr < 340 pp , Y < 30 pp , Rb < 10 pp , 
and Nb < 16 pp . inco patible ele ent concentrations are lower than those for 
Group 3 lavas as outlined below for a given Mgo% (Lundblad et al. 2013). Variation 
within this group is larger than for the other two volcanic glass groups. there are 
several artifacts that have a lower Zr concentration for corresponding Sr concentra-
tions in this dataset. this reinforces the idea that this distribution is likely the result of
sa pling a nu ber of different geographic and geologic sources with si ilar geo-
che ical co positions on the Mauna Loa volcano. 
Group 3 (n = 42, n = 3) volcanic glass is found in relatively s all quantities at a 
variety of leeward Hawai‘i island archaeological sites (Lundblad et al. 2014; Lundblad 
et al. 2013; McCoy et al. 2011). the group is characterized by lower Sr and higher Zr 
concentrations relative to Group 2 volcanic glass. Higher concentrations of Rb, Nb, 
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Zr, and Y than in Group 2 are characteristic of Group 3. Lundblad and colleagues 
(2013) hypothesize that this group co es fro  the relatively recent p-type lavas of the 
Kilauea volcano. 
the presence of PWW volcanic glass (Group 1) and Group 3 volcanic glass in the 
upper ost layer at HA-B22-64 suggests a change in source acquisition over ti e. Also 
noteworthy is the distribution of volcanic glass artifacts, which differs fro  that found 
in other locations on the leeward side of Hawai‘i island. Pu‘u Wa‘awa‘a volcanic glass 
is present in s all but easurable a ounts, which is consistent with other sites in the 
South Point area, but the high percentage of Group 3 volcanic glass is unusual for the 
area, and represents the highest percentage for the Kona side of Hawai‘i island (52.5%). 
Because this is a s all asse blage of aterial, however, these patterns ay refect only 
the infux of  a s all nu ber of  artifacts to the site. 
Group Assignment for Basalt Artifacts 
We defne 8 geoche ical groups and 4 outlier sa ples in the 121 basalt sa ples fro  
site HA-B22-64 and four groups and an outlier sa ple in the 25 basalt sa ples 
fro site HA-B22-248. Data are presented in figures 6 and 7.5 Geographic source 
deter inations for so e of the groups will require approaches with  ore analytical
fig. 6. Bivariate plot of Strontiu  (Sr) vs. Zirconiu  (Zr) for basaltic debitage found in site HA-B22-
64. While group designations are based on  ultiple trace ele ents,  uch of the variation can be 
de onstrated with Sr and Zr. 
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fig. 7. Bivariate plot of Strontiu  (Sr) vs. Zirconiu  (Zr) for basaltic debitage found in site HA-B22-
248. While group designations are based on  ultiple trace ele ents,  uch of the variation can be 
de onstrated with Sr and Zr. 
capacity than non-destructive eDXRf can provide. We use the sa e group designa-
tions as fro  the Kahalu‘u Rockshelter reported by Mills and colleagues (2011) and 
subsequently by Rieth and colleagues (2013) and Lundblad and colleagues (2014). We 
interpret so e of the groups present (B, f, G, H, i, J) to be the sa e as those
described at Kahalu‘u Rockshelter in Kona District, Hawai‘i island (Mills et al. 2011), 
while two other groups (M, o) are si ilar to other South Point sites (Lundblad et al. 
2014). 
Group B (n = 3, n = 0) is present at HA-B22-64 and is consistent with the Keahua 
i source on Kaua‘i (Lundblad et al. 2014; Mills and Lundblad 2014; Sinton and
Sinoto 1997). Mills and colleagues (2011) originally interpreted this as a local source 
fro  the Hualalai volcano, but  entioned a tentative  atch to the Keahua i source. 
Because the trace ele ent geoche istry of this source is geologically unco  on 
outside of Kaua‘i, it is a good archaeological tracer for inter-island exchange. the 
three fakes are adze-related, possibly indicating i portation of fnished tools to the 
site. 
Group f (n = 44, n = 13) is consistent with tholeiitic basalt produced during the 
shield-building phase of Hawaiian volcano growth. Due to the diffuse nature of this 
group, it likely includes a  ixture of sources, such as Mauna Loa, Kīlauea, and the 
Pololū-series volcanics at Kohala. this source is interpreted to be local; a  ajority of
the  aterial is not obviously adze-related. 
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Group G (n = 11, n = 0) is also likely fro  tholeiitic basalt fows. Group G was 
separated fro  Group f at Kahalu‘u Rockshelter because of its so ewhat higher Sr 
concentrations. At the Wai‘ahukini Rockshelter site (H8), as with other areas along 
the Kona Coast such as Pau oa and Keone‘ele (Rieth et al. 2013), these two groups 
 erge into a single group with two so ewhat distinct centroids (Lundblad et al. 
2014). the geoche istry of Group G correlates slightly better with certain Kīlauea 
volcanics, but so e Mauna Loa fows also fall in this range (frey and Rhodes 1993). 
As with Group f,  uch of the  aterial is not obviously adze-related and does not 
represent adze-quality debitage. 
Group H (n = 42, n = 7) is consistent with the Mauna Kea adze quarry (Mills et al. 
2008, 2011; Sinton and Sinoto 1997). the  ain cluster of this geoche ical group 
 atches well with geologic and archaeologic sa ples fro  the quarry site. over 50 
percent (n = 25 at B22-64) of the fakes contain at least one polished surface, so are 
related to the rejuvenation or breakage of fnished tools. this indicates that this was a 
high-quality source for stone tool production and that the residents of the rock shelter 
were not co  only engaged in the fnal stages of faking unground adze blanks, but 
were instead fxing tools that had been fnished elsewhere. 
Group i (n = 5, n = 0) is a diffuse geoche ical cluster, indicative of sa pling a 
nu ber of geoche ically related fows. the source is unknown, but it is consistent 
with the Laupāhoehoe volcanic series on Mauna Kea and so e of the Hawi volcanic 
series fro  Kohala (Sherrod et al. 2007). 
Group J (n = 8) is si ilar to Group i in that it likely sa ples a nu ber of differ-
entiated lava fows. it is distinguished fro  Group i by lower Zr/Sr. Hawai‘i island 
sources include certain Kohala and Mauna Kea volcanics. Group M (n = 3, n = 2) is 
a diffuse geoche ical group with higher Y, Zr, and Nb than Group f and lower Zr 
than Group H fro  Mauna Kea. We consider this  aterial to be fro  a local source. 
Group o (n = 3, n = 0) is si ilar in co position to Group H in  ost ele ents, 
but generally falls outside of the  easured cluster fro  the Mauna Kea adze quarry 
co plex and has a lower Y concentration. its co position is consistent with a differ-
ent Mauna Kea source. 
Due to the large nu ber of basaltic artifacts that do not have an assigned strati-
graphic level, it is diffcult to draw any conclusions about change of basaltic lithic 
 aterial use through ti e at these sites. However, the groups present and their distri-
bution are si ilar to those found at other South Point sites (Lundblad et al. 2014). 
establis ing c anges in resource use t roug  time:  
fis  catc es and temporal trends 
Scarine oral and pharyngeal jawbones were isolated fro  the Bishop Museu  collec-
tions for sites HA-B22-248 and HA-B22-64. their analysis is presented here as well 
as in an earlier publication (Longenecker et al. 2014 :1326, table 1). Bone axis lengths 
were easured to a precision of 0.1 c  with digital calipers (Longenecker et al. 2011; 
Longenecker et al. 2014). We analyzed bio etric relationships to esti ate the body 
length of the scarids present in the archaeological deposits (Longenecker et al. 2011).6 
the specifc DNA  ethods used per itted so e scarid re ains to be identifed by 
species, further allowing species-specifc relationships to be used when esti ating 
total length (Longenecker et al. 2014). if species identifcation was not possible, then 
we used a Scarinae-level relationship (Longenecker et al. 2014). 
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We analyzed a total of 40 scarine bones fro  HA-B22-248 and HA-B22-64. 
fifteen were genetically identifed to species. the ean total length esti ate based on 
scarine bones fro  HA-B22-248 and HA-B22-64 was 41.2 ± 10.5 c  (n = 40) 
(Longenecker et al. 2014 :1326, table 1). When co paring total length esti ated 
fro  bones fro  HA-B22-64 Layers i and ii (42.5 ± 7.2 c ) and HA-B22-64 Layer 
iii (39.3 ± 15.2 c ), we found a signifcant increase in total length over ti e. As 
Longenecker and colleagues (2014) note, the consistent and stable size structure of
the site HA-B22-248 and -64 fsh populations, and their large overall size, suggest that 
fsh reproduced before capture. overall, the fsh catch data suggest that so e pre-
Contact and protohistoric Hawaiian populations occupying the Ka‘ū District prac-
ticed sustainable fshing techniques. 
conclusions 
the original South Point survey and excavations were carried out during the era of
culture historical research in archaeology. Because theoretical paradig s and excava-
tion and survey techniques have dra atically changed since that ti e, our South Point 
case study illustrates the utility of using newly developed scientifc techniques to re-
analyze “old” useu  collections in order to address new research questions. Utiliz-
ing AMS radiocarbon dating of short-lived species, we have been able to refne the 
South Point chronology. We show that, while site HA-B22-64 has both a prehistoric 
and a historic co ponent, site HA-B22-248 was occupied exclusively in the proto-
historic period. the new AMS dating results indicate that the lower levels of rock 
shelter HA-B22-64 date to the ffteenth to seventeenth centuries, slightly later than 
the frst dated use of H8 (Wai‘ahuakini Rockshelter) in the fourteenth to ffteenth 
centuries (Mulrooney et al. 2014). overall, the refned radiocarbon chronology for 
Ka‘ū District suggests an early id-sequence settle ent date for this region of Hawai‘i 
island, while sites continued to be occupied into the late pre-Contact and proto-
historic periods. Refned site chronologies are key for identifying appropriate asse -
blages for studying changing resource use through ti e in the Hawaiian archipelago 
and the greater Polynesian region. 
in using eDXRf for tracking changes in stone tool resources through ti e, our 
study is so ewhat ha pered by s all sa ple sizes. Nonetheless, the stone tool asse -
blages support the inference that there was spatiote poral variability in adze produc-
tion and trade networks across the Hawaiian archipelago. So e inter-island exchange
is tentatively suggested by the recovery of Keahua i source  aterials derived fro  
Kaua‘i. in addition, adzes fro  the Mauna Kea quarry appear to have been used and 
rejuvenated at these Ka‘ū District sites, as the technological attributes of the asse blage
do not confr  that there was direct access to the Mauna Kea adze quarry. As Mills 
and Lundblad (2014) note, sites in east Hawai‘i and South Kohala have been found 
to contain abundant unpolished debitage fro  the fnal shaping of Mauna Kea adze 
blanks before the adzes were ground. the presence of abundant unground Mauna 
Kea debitage ay be one strong indication of where adze production specialists lived. 
Such individuals ay still be identifed at the household level in all districts on Hawai‘i 
island, but as of  yet, no such asse blage has been identifed in Kona or Ka‘ū. 
our use of ancient DNA extraction, a plifcation, and sequencing techniques to 
identify scarine bones to species enabled i proved  orphological analyses and esti-
 ates of total length of fsh found in the archaeological sites, as well as direct co -
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parisons of the prehistoric and historic fsh catch to  odern population data. this 
allowed for a ore robust conclusion of sustainable nearshore fshing practices at these 
South Point sites (Longenecker et al. 2014). Current data illustrate that pre-Contact 
Hawaiian fshing practices were sustainable at ultiple sites, including those on differ-
ent islands and in different ecosyste s (o’Leary 2015). this is in stark contrast to the 
terrestrial-based subsistence practices that severely i pacted lowland forests and were 
less sustainable over the long ter  (Kirch 2007). 
Archaeological collections housed in useu s currently serve diverse needs. While 
 ost archaeologists recognize the signifcant cultural value of archaeological collec-
tions, the biological value of such collections for questions concerning environ ental 
change, syste atics, population genetics, and conservation biology is a substantial 
source of cross-disciplinary collaboration between archaeologists and natural scien-
tists. in a period of ever-decreasing useu  funding, broadcasting what we can learn 
fro  old  useu  collections beco es an ethical responsibility for archaeologists to 
ensure long-ter  care of archaeological collections. in this way, the real strength of
 useu s—their collections—can be pro oted. 
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notes 
1. other dating techniques have also been used, but are beyond the scope of  the present work. 
2. Class 1 dates are defned as dates run on wood charcoal identifed to short-lived taxa or dates fro  
terrestrial bone analyzed via ultrafltration or XAD-2 resin extraction with a standard error of 10 
percent of  the age deter ination. 
3. Morrison and Hunt (2007) briefy discuss the i plications of their results for odern habitat anage-
 ent of  Hawaiian  ollusk co  unities. 
4. Co plete data are archived at Geoarchaeology Laboratory, University of Hawai‘i Hilo, 2016. http:// 
hilo.hawaii.edu/depts/geoarchaeology/. 
5. As with the volcanic glass data, the full dataset can be found on the UH Hilo Geoarchaeology Labora-
tory webpage noted above. 
6. DNA extraction  ethods are discussed in Longenecker et al. 2014 :1325. 
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abstract 
Museu  collections contribute valuable infor ation for cultural heritage, biological 
conservation, and the application of innovative and new  ethodological approaches. 
Collections deriving fro  archaeological projects in Hawai‘i serve as a case in point. 
Here, we report on re-analysis of two Ka‘ū District collections fro  Hawai‘i island 
(HA-B22-64 and -248) to de onstrate what can be learned when applying new re-
search questions to old collections. our research goals center on two  ain the es: 
re-dating the HA-B22-64 and -248 sites to place the  within the newly refned Ha-
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waiian archipelago settle ent chronology; and using diverse data sources to look at 
changing resource use in pre-Contact Hawai‘i through ti e. our new AMS dating re-
sults indicate that the lower levels of rockshelter HA-B22-64 date to the  id- to Late 
Prehistoric period during the ffteenth and seventeenth centuries, while upper levels 
calibrate to the ninteenth century. Both levels of HA-B22-248 calibrate to the late 
eighteenth to nineteenth centuries. in ter s of resource use, Pu‘u Wa‘awa‘a volcanic 
glass is present at both sites in s all a ounts, which is consistent with other sites in the 
South Point area. However, the high percentage of Group 3 volcanic glass is unusual 
for the area, and represents the highest percentage for the Kona side of Hawai‘i island. 
HA-B22-64 has a s all nu ber of basalt artifacts consistent with the Keahua i source 
on Kaua‘i, while both sites have evidence for artifacts produced fro  the Mauna Kea 
quarry. technological data fro  our basalt asse blages do not support direct access to 
the Mauna Kea quarry nor the presence of adze specialists in Ka‘ū households; rather, 
we fnd rejuvenation and use of already fnished adzes. Measure ents on Scarine oral 
and pharyngeal jawbones illustrate a consistent and stable size structure of fsh popula-
tions at both sites. this, along with the large overall fsh size, is indicative of sustainable 
fshing practices. Keywords: east Polynesia, Hawaiian islands, chronology,  arine re-
source depression, eDXRf, adze production,  useu  collections. 
